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GEORGIAN TOWNHOUSE EXTENDED TO CREATE TWO LINKED 

HOMES FOR MULTI-GENERATIONAL LIVING

02/2022

IF_DO has completed the reconfiguration and extension of a Grade II-listed Georgian 
townhouse in north London for its longstanding owners. Two new, lead-topped glass and 
timber rear extensions create a new lower ground floor flat for the grandparents, and a 
larger family home on the upper levels for children and grandchildren. 

The house, in Islington’s leafy Canonbury conservation area, is prized for its east-west 
orientation and views onto a small park beyond the rear garden. Preserving the extensive 
daylight exposure to all floors and the open views, and enhancing the physical connection to 
the garden and the visual connection to the park, were key requirements for the clients.  

The two steel, timber and glass extensions, with shared materials and character, create a 
harmonious and unified whole, while providing clear differentiation between the two domains.

Within the house, a series of reconfigurations and new openings establishes the distinction 
between the flat and the home above, while maintaining the internal link between them. The 
lower ground floor extension provides a small study space adjacent to the bedroom, which 
leads to the garden. At ground floor level a new garden room elongates the house’s original 
side extension, creating a dramatic linear kitchen with views both to the front and the rear, 
to the shared garden and the park beyond. 

On the first and second floors, and in the ground floor reception rooms, a palette of 
hardwood and dark paint colours reflects the historic character of the spaces. The new 
extensions, by contrast, are intentionally bright, light, and timber-lined to maximise the 
visual and atmospheric connection to the garden, with contrasting steel detailing on the 
flitch beams amplifying the geometric form. 

From the outside, the design of the two extensions echoes the form of the existing closet 
wing, emphasising the Georgian character of the rear of the house with a series of shifting 
volumes of differing heights and depths. A contemporary intervention designed to reflect the 
legacy of the house’s past. 

The original staircase connects the house and the lower ground floor flat internally. A single 
door links the two domains, while their occupants can meet on the half landing that leads 
directly out to the shared garden. The arrangement allows for full flexibility, enabling the 
flat to operate as a discrete, secure unit, while also allowing for the two properties to be 
occupied as one in the future.
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Al Scott, Co-founder, IF_DO, said: 
“This project came at a moment of transition for our clients, with the arrival of a new 
generation, and the need to adapt to the ageing grandparents’ changing requirements. The 
challenge was to convert a house that had been a single-family home for many years, to 
create two separate but interconnected homes for the different generations. 

Because the fabric of the house had been relatively untouched, we wanted to intervene in a 
way that subtly enhanced its Georgian character, particularly through the language of the 
original closet wing. These provided the solution to the challenge of the brief: the two new 
extensions providing separate garden rooms for the two domains, while the original outrigger 
provides the moment of connection between the two.”
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FACTS AND CREDITS

Gross internal floor area: 300m² total: flat 75m², house 225m² 
Final construction cost:   £477,000
Client:   Private
Architect:   IF_DO 
Design team:   Al Scott, Thomas Bryans, Sarah Castle, William Gotellier
Project architect:   William Gotellier
Building contractor:   ASB Group Ltd
Structural engineer:   Corbett & Tasker
Quantity surveyor:   PT Projects
Photographs:   © Gautier Houba 
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IF_DO 

Established in 2014 by Al Scott, Sarah Castle and Thomas Bryans, IF_DO is a young 
architecture practice dedicated to creating projects with a positive impact on users, the 
environment and the surrounding community. 

IF_DO works on projects of all scales, from interiors and one-off houses to strategic planning 
and masterplans. Built works include: Granby Space creative work hub in Waterloo for 
Meanwhile Space CIC (2016); ‘After Image’, the multi award-winning London Festival of 
Architecture Dulwich Pavilion, a temporary events pavilion in the grounds of the Dulwich 
Picture Gallery (2017); St Teresa’s School Sixth Form Centre, Effingham, Surrey (2018); and 
the practice’s first new-build house, Thorpeness Beach House in Suffolk (2021).

Current projects include: The Hithe, business incubator workspace in Rotherhithe; the retrofit 
of The Observer Building, a former printworks in Hastings, into a new mixed-use community 
facility; The Yard, a new community enterprise hub with a café, community event space, 
and low cost workspace in Bruce Grove, Tottenham; and The Space, a new-build community 
centre in Enfield commissioned by the Methodist Church. 

Informed by research, the practice was founded on the principles that we should ask 
questions and take action, always seeking to deliver broader social and environmental 
benefits through design and working closely with clients to make their projects do more. 

The three founders met while studying architecture at the University of Edinburgh. They are 
committed to campaigning for greater diversity in the profession through their work with 
Urbanistas, Part W, Architecture LGBT+, and the Social Mobility Foundation. 

www.ifdo.co 
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